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Young Confucian Scholars in early 20th Century
[明] 胡廣 (1369-1418) 等. 《周易傳義大全》

Hu Guang (1369-1418), et al. Zhou Yi zhuan yi da quan (The Complete Annotated Book of Changes).

Date of composition: Ming Dynasty; Date of publication: 1415 (Mu Collection, EAL)
Hu Guang (1369-1418), et al. *Zhou Yi zhuan yi da quan* (The Complete Annotated Book of Changes). (Mu Collection, EAL)
《六壬圖像》清抄本
Qing manuscript.
Date of composition: Qing Dynasty; Date of issue: Qing Dynasty (Mu Collection, EAL)
Qing manuscript.
Date of composition: Qing Dynasty;
Date of issue: Qing Dynasty (Mu Collection, EAL)
H.H. Mu Library at ROM around 1940s? (ROM)
H.H. Mu Library at ROM around 1940s? (ROM)